
Ayurveda for Women

An Ayurvedic perspective on our cycles

A healthy cycle is a sign that your body is functioning properly.  It provides vital information about
our hormones and current state.  So what does a healthy cycle look like?  What are the signs of
imbalance?  And how do we gain back our power?

A Healthy Cycle

It’s no coincidence that the menstrual cycle and the moon cycles are both set on 28 days.  Just
as the moon waxes and wanes, so does your womb or artava.  A healthy cycle will have 28 days
with your menstrual period marking day one.  When we’re in alignment, and not on hormonal
birth control, we may ovulate on the full moon and bleed on the new moon.

● Follicular Phase - the first half of your cycle, days one through fourteen. During this time,
eggs are maturing, and estrogen is rising, peaking with ovulation. Your metabolism is
slower and you may enjoy more vigorous movement and lighter foods.

● Luteal Phase - the second half of your cycle, beginning after ovulation and lasting up until
the next menstrual period.  At this time, estrogen drops and you may experience pre-PMS
- irritability, fatigue and a down mood.  At this time, metabolism is higher and you may
need to eat more and enjoy gentler exercise.

According to Ayurveda, menstrual blood or rajah is a by-product of lymph or rasa dhatu.  Our
rasa is affected by what and how we consume.  With a healthy cycle, blood will be bright red in
color, and bleeding lasts around 5 days.  It has no foul odor and the quantity is not too great nor
too little.  Any other discharge, pain, mood swings, cravings or heavy bleeding are signs of an
imbalance.

How the Doshas A�ect Your Cycle

Imbalances will be caused by an excess of any particular dosha.  A vata individual may be more
prone to vata symptoms but that’s not always the case. A vata individual with a strong pitta
imbalance may experience a more pitta cycle.  Each individual’s experience will reflect their
prakruti or birth constitution and their vikruti or imbalances.

Vata Dosha
A vata cycle will typically be on the lighter side in terms of flow.  Blood may be darker, more of a
reddish brown or even black.  Vata imbalances can contribute to anxiety, difficulty sleeping and
constipation around this time.  They may also experience low-back and hip pain with their cycle.
To balance, they should enjoy soft, warming and grounding foods with healthy fats - such as
kitchari or stews.  They’ll do best to avoid caffeine and take things slow.  Hot water bottles and
castor oil packs are really supportive for any cramping.

Pitta Dosha



A pitta cycle will tend towards heavier bleeding and a feeling of heat around the cycle.  They may
experience anger or irritability and strong cravings.  With the influx of blood and heat, swelling in
the body, increased body temperature, headache, tender breasts, acne, nausea, vomiting, and
diarrhea are all common.  To balance, they should follow a pitta pacifying diet and lifestyle all
month long - favoring unspiced, dry and cooling foods. They may enjoy slow movement and
mindful practices to cool off.

Kapha Dosha
A kapha cycle will tend towards excess water or bloating, and a feeling of heaviness.  Their
menstrual blood may be heavier and more mucousy and they are prone to yeast infections or
itchiness.  Many kaphas experience depression or emotional eating leading up to their cycle.   To
balance this, kaphas should invite in lightness and movement.  They’re best to follow a kapha
pacifying diet all month long - focusing on lighter foods and digestive spices.  Exercise and
dry-brushing help to keep things moving.

Menstruation gives us the opportunity to cleanse - to shed the old and start over new.  In
Ayurveda, this blood letting or rakta moksha is seen as an important detoxification process.
When we surrender, we’re able to let go of all that no longer serves us and start again - brighter
and stronger. Consider it a special time for deep rest and self-care and you may even find
yourself celebrating this monthly rite. Your cycle can be a beautiful chance to reconnect with your
body’s natural rhythms.

Looking at the doshas in more detail:

Dosha In balance Out of balance

Vata Her circulation tends to be
weak or variable, as is their
immune system. Menstruation
is often irregular, with little
flow and sharp pain or cramps.

When in balance Vata
women have light and
easy cycles, generally
shorter in duration
(24-27 days, with
menses lasting 2-4
days) Pain is absent
and so are emotional
swings. Some fatigue
may be present on
the first day of
menstruation.

Imbalanced vata brings depression, stress,
fear, anxiety and worry, and irregularities
manifest in the body and mind. Menstruation
becomes irregular, with sharp pains and
cramps before and during the first days of
menstruation. The pain can be debilitating.
Depression is common before menstruation.
Menstruation can stop under extreme stress
or depression. Vaginal dryness is caused by
an imbalance of vata. Fatigue is generally
present before and after the beginning of
menses.

Pitta Her circulation is good and
their immune system is
normally good. Menstruation
is often profuse, with dark-red
blood, sometimes
accompanied by pain. She can
have a tendency for vaginal
and urinary infections.

Pitta women have
regular cycles with a
heavier flow than
other types, yet pain
and emotional swings
are not present. Their
menstruation time is
roughly 3-5 days.

Pitta brings frustration, irritation, anger,
manipulation and jealousy, and the heat of
pitta brings all forms of infection and
inflammation to the body and mind. So
menstruation becomes very heavy, with a lot
of blood loss that can lead to anemia, fatigue,
and energy loss. Pain can be present before
menstruation, yet not sharp, as in vata. A
woman can get frustrated, and angry with
those around her before her menstruation



begins. Once it starts, she feels a great relief,
but may also be quite tired.

Kapha Often she has poor circulation.
She has a strong immune
system. Menstruation is very
regular, with medium flow,
usually little or no pain. If pain
is present, it is dull and achy.
She will be prone to
accumulations that can result
in fibroids and tumours.

They have regular
and light menstruation
with no pain or
emotional swings,
lasting 3-7 days

When imbalanced creates huge emotional
needs and feelings of lack of love and
security. Kapha women internalise their
emotions and self-destruct through an
accumulation of these emotions. This may
take the form of fat, tumours, fibroids, cysts,
etc. Generally she tries to avoid expressing
her feelings, which leads to destructive
physical habits. Her cycle can become
disrupted by strong emotions, though it will
generally still be regular. She just tends to
suffer more emotionally, with large swings of
guilt, unworthiness, and failure, accompanied
by a basic feeling that no one loves her.
There is a tendency to accumulate water
before the menstruation begins, so she may
have sore breasts because of water retention.
She tends to become more stagnant and inert
in mind and body and through this she’ll loser
her vitality.

Vata/
Pitta

Because vata types have
irregular circulation and pitta
have good circulation, she
tends to fluctuate between the
two. Menstruation is irregular,
sometimes with pain, and
irregular flows - sometimes
heavy, sometimes light.

Cycles tend to be
regular, with normal
flow

When imbalanced, she becomes erratic in
emotional behavior and tends toward strong
outbursts of a passionate nature. She suffers
from irregular menstruation and
inflammations or infections. She tends to get
sore breasts or nipples, though irregularly.
Vaginal dryness can be common, especially
later in life. Pain can be present, changing
from sharp to general, both before and during
menstruation.

Vata/
Kapha

She will tend to have poor
circulation, with cold hands
and feet. Menstruation is more
regular and with less pain;
flow is minimal or light.

Cycle is regular, with
light flow

When imbalanced, this type can become very
depressed in a self-destructive way,
internalizing the de- pression with a feeling of
no self-worth or guilt. They may have
outbursts, but overall, they tend to just feel
badly with no real external cause. If left alone,
they can feel dejected or worse. Yet, if they
compare with others, they feel inadequate.
Their cycle is irregular and may stop if a deep
depression sets in for some time. They may
have excess mucus or dis charges, according
to their emotional state, which is irregular.
Pain is migrating, deep, and dull.



Pitta/
Vata

Menstruation tends to be
heavier, with fewer
irregularities, yet she is prone
to infections and irritations in
the vagina.

Cycle is regular, with
good flow

When imbalanced, she can feel angry and
irritable, and be prone to violent outbursts.
She tends to blame others for everything and
create mountains out of molehills. She’s
prone to infection and inflammation in the
vagina or bladder. Infections can move
around and be difficult to cure. She has
irregular emotions and flow, although the
number of days between cycles may be
consistent. Pain, if present, is more general,
with more just before and just after the start
of menstruation. Depression may accompany
the swings of anger or frustration.

Pitta/
Kapha

Her circulation is good.
Menstruation is heavier rather
than lighter, yet regular and
with little to no pain.
Sometimes infections can
occur, such as yeast infections
with mucous discharge.

Cycle is regular, with
even flow

When imbalanced, these women can feel
irritable and frustrated. She has the tendency
towards internalising most of the emotions
she feels, yet an occasional outburst is likely
if someone or something provokes her. She is
prone to yeast infections or other inflamed,
infectious discharges. Her cycles are regular
in time, but usually quite emotional and
disturbed. She may have heavy flows.

Kapha/
Vata

Menstruation is regular, with
light flow. Pain can occur at
times, as can blockages or
accumulations such as fibroids
and cysts.

Cycle is regular and
light.

When imbalanced, these women usually
experience self-negating feelings of
unworthiness, accompanied by depression.
Outbursts seldom happen, as everything is
internalised, although a general feeling of
neglect and lack of love can trigger strong
emotions. She may have sore or painful
breasts before menstruation. Excessive
discharges are common. Her cycles tend to
be regular, but with irregular flow. Migrating,
dull pain is also common, either before or
after the start of menstruation.

Kapha/
Pitta

This mix gives them better
circulation than pure Kapha
types. Menstruation is regular,
with heavier flow than a pure
Kapha type. Pain is vernally
absent, but the tendency
toward infections, such as
yeast infections, and
accumulations is there.

Cycle is regular, with
moderate flow.

When imbalanced, these women may have
internalised anger, which sometimes can be
projected onto those around them. Generally,
she has self-destructive behavior that is held
within, as well as an accumulated frustration
with life and/or love. Accumulation of water is
common before the menstruation begins.
Accumulative and inflammatory problems
may occur frequently in the vagina. Her cycle
is generally regular in days, but not in
emotions or in flow, which tends to be heavy.



Vatta/
Pitta/
Kapha

This type is rare -
menstruation is balanced, with
a light flow that causes no
problems physically.

She is regular and of
moderate flow.

When imbalanced, this rare woman can
demonstrate the problems of any of the three
humours. As vata is the most unstable
humour, it is generally the one causing
irregularities of time or emotion. It can stop
the flow of menses or cause any form of
dryness and emotional depression. Pitta will
cause inflammation and excessive flow,
accompanied by anger or frustration. Kapha
will cause retention and accumulation of
fluids or mucus through self-destructive or
internalised emotions.

In a balanced state -  any of the constitutional types have smooth and regular menstruation. Sometimes
there can be fatigue on the first day or two of menses. Yet when you look at the imbalanced states, you can
see that all of them experience some kind of problem - both physical and emotional.

According to Ayurveda, vata is the cause of most diseases in the body because of its unstable nature and
this is even more true for reproductive and hormonal problems. A disturbance of vata is present in all forms
of menstrual, premenstrual, premenopausal and post-menopausal problems. And this is true even if you
have no prominent vata in your constitution - because we have all 3. And very often menstrual problems
are due solely to a transient factor (your vikruti) like stress and shock, which imbalances vata.

Perimenopause & Menopause

In most traditional cultures menopause happened relatively effortlessly for the majority of women. A small
percentage had difficulties. Even today, as many as half of all women have little problem with declining
hormone production. In fact, many feel elated and happy about the change.

Unfortunately society has coined pre-menopause as a time to be dreaded and stigmatised it as somehow
related to growing old - despite the fact that early menopause can happen as early as the late 30’s early
40s. Menopause is simply a change in metabolic function that affects the body and mind - not a disease,
not a problem unless proper support for the body is not given. The best way to support the lead up to
menopause, the perimenopausal phase, is to be as in balance as you possibly can - these mean
considering your diet, lifestyle, daily practices, role in life, direction etc.

Illness according to Ayurveda is an imbalance of the three doshas. So what is then a change of
metabolism  - menopause is not a deficiency disease, so what is it?

Ayurveda considers pre-menopause to be a time where reflection is needed - the direction of your life and
its ultimate goals should be questioned and reflected upon. External changes may or may not be needed.
Internal changes are certain to be needed, or conflict may arise in the body and mind. The essence of
these changes is a deep primal calling from your soul - the real question is not your external environment
or even your internal world - it is a question of who you are. This time leading up to perimenopause and
menopause itself is the time when Prakruti - Mother Nature - dives back into Purusha - pure consciousness.



Your first obligation is to honour yourself and assist your body through this change. Supportive practices,
supportive diet & lifestyle, aiming for balance and good health. Menopause can be a great change in how
you perceive life and how you begin to interact with it. Life is feminine in nature and it is calling you during
these years. Listen to it; follow it. It will lead you to happiness and wisdom for the second half of your life.
Ayurveda nourishes menopause by supporting the body with nourishing herbs and foods, a supportive
lifestyle, mild exercise and inner reflection.



Ayurvedic Diagnostic Tools

Urine



Faeces



Facial areas/lines & organs



Pulse reading



The eyes



The Tongue



Yoga Nidra for the 3 Doshas
Source: https://www.yogacheryl.com

Vata Pacifying

The Vata dosha rules movement in both the body and the mind such as physical activity, emotional
expression, and cognition of ideas. During today’s practice we will work to balance the Vata dosha. When
out of balance, this willowy constitution can create feelings of anxiety & restlessness. You may find yourself
rushing around absent mindedly forgetting things or even getting lost. However when the vata dosha is
balanced, your multifaceted creativity helps you find elegant solutions to problems. You are also sensitive
to others emotional states and your intuition and empathy enable lasting personal relationships. By
working to warm up the excessive wind in the body, we aim to create lasting balance throughout the entire
system.

PRANAYAMA
Begin to notice your natural breath, the deep natural spontaneous breath. Direct your awareness to the
breath in the lower belly, your navel rises with each inhalation and falls with each exhalation. The breathing
is natural, automatic and without effort. Feel the fullness in the belly when you inhale and the release in the
belly when you exhale the breath.
Notice that you are breathing through both nostrils at the same time. Inhaling through both nostrils and
exhaling through both nostrils. Now imagine that you are inhaling through only the right nostril. Inhaling
through the right nostril, and exhaling only through the left nostril. Inhale right, exhale left. The right side
corresponds to the sun, an active warming energy in the body. The left side corresponds to the moon, a
receptive cooling energy in the body. Inhaling right and exhaling left warms and grounds the vata dosha.
Take a few more breaths in this way.

SANKALPA
At this time please formulate your sankalpa or intention for the practice. It should be a short positive
statement in simple language beginning with “I Am”. State this wish for yourself as if it were already true
three times mentally now. The sankalpa made during yoga nidra plants a seed for transformation in your
life. Keep the same sankalpa until it has become manifest through patience and repetition.

Also say to yourself, “I am practicing yoga nidra, I am awake and relaxed.”

ROTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
We now begin the rotation of consciousness. You will move your awareness through the different parts of
your body as soon as you hear them named. Notice the movement from place to place and keep yourself
alert without concentrating too intensely. The practice begins on the right side.

Right hand thumb ... 2nd finger ... 3rd finger ... 4th finger ... 5th finger ... palm of the hand ... back of the
hand ... wrist ... forearm ... elbow ... upper arm ... shoulder ... armpit ... chest ... waist ... hip ... thigh ... knee ...
calf ... ankle ... heel ... sole of the foot ...top of the foot ... right big toe ... 2nd toe ... 3rd toe ... 4th toe ... 5th
toe.
Left hand thumb ... 2nd finger ... 3rd finger ... 4th finger ... 5th finger ... palm of the hand ... back of the hand
... wrist ... forearm ... elbow ... upper arm ... shoulder ... armpit ... chest ... waist ... hip ... thigh ... knee ... calf ...
ankle ... heel ... t sole of the foot ...op of the foot ... left big toe ... 2nd toe ... 3rd toe ... 4th toe ... 5th toe.

Move your awareness to the top of the head ... forehead ... right temple ... left temple ... right ear ... left ear
... right eyebrow ... left eyebrow ... middle of the eyebrows ... right eye ... left eye ... right nostril ... left nostril
... whole nose ... right cheek ... left cheek ... upper lip ... lower lip ... chin ... jaw ... throat ... right collarbone ...
left collarbone ... right side of the chest ... left side of the chest ... middle of the chest .... navel ... upper



abdomen ... lower abdomen ... right groin ... left groin ... the pelvic floor ... tailbone ... the sacrum ... the right
buttock ... the left buttock ... the entire spine ... the right shoulder blade ... the left shoulder blade ... the back
of the neck ... the back of the head ... the crown of the head.

Now take the body in parts ... the whole right arm ... the whole left arm ... the whole right leg ... the whole
left leg ... the whole face ... the whole head ... the whole torso ... body ... the whole body ... your entire body.

DUALITIES
Make sure that you are awake and can hear the sound of my voice. Just as you moved your physical
awareness from place to place in your body, now you will move your experience of these matched pairs of
opposites. Remember that these sensations are only created in the mind. You are asked only to witness
how the mind can create both negative and positive states of being.

Cold: Imagine being cold. You shiver from the chill in the air, like being caught outside after sunset without
a jacket. Your hands and feet feel cold, your face feels cold, a chill permeates deeper into your body. You
feel Cold.

Hot: Now imagine being hot. You feel sweat breaking out all over your body, the air around you feels
warmer and warmer, your body feels expanded from this additional energy. You feel Hot.

Movement: Imagine movement in your body. You constantly fidget your fingers and toes because they
cannot be still, even for a moment. You move from place to place quick and hurried as a hummingbird.
Even when you are at rest, there is an urgency to move the body. You feel movement.

Stillness: Now move your awareness to stillness. A deep quietude settles over you. Ease and comfort
comes into the limbs, there is no need to move any part of your body, all nervous energy has been
dissipated and you feel stillness.

Confused: Imagine being confused. Your mind a whirlwind of thoughts and your emotions are in turmoil.
You cannot seem to make any lasting decisions or find any direction. You feel confusion.

Focused: Now move your awareness to focus. Your mind is clear and uncluttered and your emotions are
calm and grounded. You see a clear path forward and know that your intuition can be trusted. You feel
focused.

Anxious: Imagine feeling anxious. You feel apprehensive and nervous for no apparent reason. Try not to
concentrate on the source of this unidentified stress but notice how it affects your body and mind. You feel
anxious

Calm: Now move your awareness to calm. You are completely at ease and have no reason to worry. Your
mind is clear and your emotions are stable. You feel calm.
You are practicing yoga nidra, you are awake and can hear the sound of my voice.

INNER SPACE
Begin to look deeply into the dark space in front of your closed eyes. Image before you a mental screen
and that is a high and as wide as the eyes can see. At first the screen is blank then slowly colors and
patterns begin to emerge from the darkness. Watch whatever arises with detached awareness only, neither
creating images nor pushing images away. Whatever is there is the unfolding of your consciousness.
Continue to watch what your quiet mind reveals.

RAPID IMAGES
A number of different things will now be named. Envision them on the level of memory and imagination as
best you can. Jump from image to image.



● the feeling of warm sunshine
● a locked door
● the feeling of your pulse in your hands
● the feeling of breath in your lower belly
● the sound of your heartbeat
● tropical fish swimming around a

coral reef
● a moment of decisiveness
● a human skeleton
● a brave warrior
● a sink of dirty dishes
● a joyful expression
● the expansiveness of space
● a warm bath
● complete stillness
● a white sandy beach
● a stack of rocks
● the feeling of your feet on the

ground
● warm fuzzy mittens
● a temple on a mountain
● letting go

● the spark of creativity
● a barking dog
● the fluid movement of your body
● a lantern in the darkness
● utter confusion
● the full moon
● a peacock feather
● restful sleep
● a majestic oak tree
● taking a deep breath
● broken glass in the road
● a secluded wooded glade
● a coiled snake
● a lazy day at the beach
● a cozy bedroom
● a sincere apology
● the entrance to a cave
● a pair of well worn shoes
● your front door
● a soft breeze
● your body lying on the floor

TREE MEDITATION

Imagine that you are seated on a soft grassy mound overlooking an unspoiled view of rolling hills and
fields. You back rests against the trunk of a massive oak tree, whose leaves shade you from the warmth of
the sun. Snuggle into the trunk, which supports you, and begin to get a sense of the size and strength of
this beautiful tree. As you drift into deeper relaxation, you lose your sense of self and become as one with
this living manifestation of nature. Visualize your legs intertwining with the enormous roots stretching deep
into the earth, securing the trunk to the ground. Know that no storm could tear it from the soil. It has stood
firm for a century and will stand for many more, drawing strength from deep within the earth, as you do
now. Imagine stretching your arms to the sky, and see these too becoming blurred as they merge with the
branches that are reaching heavenward. Feel the power and majesty of the oak stretching towards the sun,
and drawing the power of sunlight down to feed the leaves which rustle gently in the breeze. Soak up the
sunlight into every cell of your being. Feel the power, strength and security that being a channel for
heavenly and earthly forces give you. When you are ready, sense the weight of your body resting against
the trunk of the tree, and find gratitude within your heart for this moment of reflection.

REPEAT SANKALPA
Call to mind your sankalpa from the beginning of the practice. Please repeat your sankalpa three times
now to yourself.

COMING BACK
Return to the sensations arising from your physical body. Feel the support underneath you and drop into all
the places where your body is touching the floor. The back of your head, shoulder blades, backs of the
arms, backs of the hands, buttocks, calves and heels.

Bring your attention back to your natural breath moving in and out of your nostrils. Breathe naturally in and
out through the nostrils. Draw the breath all the way down into the lower abdomen so that you feel a gentle
fullness in the belly on the inhalation and a gentle release on the exhalation. Do not force the breath; just
continue to breathe with ease. Begin to inhale through the nose and exhale through the open mouth. You



may notice that this gently slows the breath down. Continue inhaling through the nose into the lower belly
and exhale from the lower belly and out through the mouth. Feel warmth begin to spread throughout your
entire torso.
Now allow your breath to return to normal and remember that you can always come back to this practice at
a later time. Begin to awaken by moving the fingers and the toes, stretching the arms and the legs. When
you are sure that you are awake, open your eyes without focusing on anything in particular. Then bend the
knees one at a time and roll over to your right side. Use the strength of your arms to press yourself up from
the floor.



Pitta Pacifying

The Pitta dosha rules transformations in both the body and the mind such as the physical digestion of food,
emotional digestion of experiences, and comprehension of ideas. During today’s practice we will work to
balance the Pitta dosha. When out of balance, this fiery constitution can create feelings of competition,
impatience & hostility. You may find yourself acting out with anger and criticism. However, when the pitta
dosha is balanced, the intellect is keen, communication is eloquent and thoughtful. You are confident,
energetic and calm. By working to cool down the excessive fire in the body, we aim to create lasting
balance throughout the entire system.

PRANAYAMA
Let us begin by working with the breath. Notice your natural breath, the deep natural spontaneous breath.
Direct your awareness to the breath in the lower belly, your navel rises with each inhalation and falls with
each exhalation. The breathing is natural, automatic and without effort. Feel the gentle fullness in the belly
when you inhale and the surrendered release in the belly when you exhale.
We will now practice a cooling breath to balance the Pitta dosha. Notice that you are breathing through
both nostrils at the same time. Inhaling through both nostrils and exhaling through both nostrils. Imagine
that you are inhaling through only the left nostril. Inhaling through the left nostril and exhaling only through
the right nostril. Inhale left, exhale right. Inhale left, exhale right. The left side corresponds to the moon, a
receptive cooling energy in the body. The right side corresponds to the sun, an active warming energy in
the body. Inhaling left and exhaling right cools and calms the pitta dosha in the body. Take a few more
breaths in this way. Inhaling left, exhaling right. Breathing in and breathing out.

SANKALPA
At this time please formulate your sankalpa or intention for the practice. It should be a short positive
statement in simple language beginning with “I Am”. State this wish for yourself as if it were already true
three times to yourself now. The sankalpa made during yoga nidra plants a seed for transformation in your
life. Keep the same sankalpa until it has become manifest through patience and repetition.

Also say to yourself, “I am practicing yoga nidra, I am awake and relaxed.”

ROTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
We now begin the rotation of consciousness. You will move your awareness through the different parts of
your physical body as soon as you hear them named. Say the name of the part to yourself and notice the
movement from place to place. Keep yourself alert without concentrating too intensely. The practice begins
on the right side.

Right hand thumb ... 2nd finger ... 3rd finger ... 4th finger ... 5th finger ... palm of the hand ... back of the
hand ... wrist ... forearm ... elbow ... upper arm ... shoulder ... armpit ... chest ... waist ... hip ... groin ... buttock
... thigh ... knee ... calf ... ankle ... heel ... sole of the foot ... top of the foot ... right big toe ... 2nd toe ... 3rd toe
... 4th toe ... 5th toe.
Left hand thumb ... 2nd finger ... 3rd finger ... 4th finger ... 5th finger ... palm of the hand ... back of the hand
... wrist ... forearm ... elbow ... upper arm ... shoulder ... armpit ... chest ... waist ... hip ... groin ... buttock ...
thigh ... knee ... calf ... ankle ... heel ... sole of the foot ... top of the foot ... left big toe ... 2nd toe ... 3rd toe ...
4th toe ... 5th toe.

Move your awareness to the top of the head ... forehead ... right temple ... left temple ... right ear ... left ear
... right eyebrow ... left eyebrow ... middle of the eyebrows ... right eye ... left eye ... right nostril ... left nostril
... whole nose ... right cheek ... left cheek ... upper lip ... lower lip ... chin ... jaw ... throat ... right collarbone
...left collarbone ... right chest ... left chest ... middle of the chest ... upper abdomen ... navel ... lower
abdomen ... right groin ... left groin ... the pelvic floor ... tailbone ... sacrum ... right buttock ... left buttock ...



the entire spine ... right shoulder blade ... left shoulder blade ... back of the neck ... back of the head ...
crown of the head.

Now take the body in parts ... the whole right arm ... the whole left arm ... the whole right leg ... the whole
left leg ... the entire torso ... the face ... the head ... the body ... the whole body ... your entire body.

DUALITIES
Make sure that you are awake and can hear the sound of my voice. Just as you moved your physical
awareness from place to place in your body, now you will move your experience of these matched pairs of
opposites. Remember that you are only creating these experiences in the mind, you are not the
experiences themselves.

Fire: Imagine the heat of an intense fire. A sudden blast from a hot oven, sitting too close to the fireplace,
an incinerator, a searing wildfire. Notice the colors the intense heat produces; red, orange, yellow, burning
blue and white at the hottest point. You feel fire.

Ice: Now move your awareness to ice. Shiny gleaming ice, iridescent blue icebergs, towers of ice glittering
in the light, icicles dangling from the roof, the silvery sound of ice cubes in a crystal glass, tentacles of frost
on a window pane. You feel ice.

Impatient: Create the feeling of impatience. You are rushed and things are not running smoothly, imagine
traffic on your way to an important meeting, a long line at the bank, waiting for a response to an email. You
feel impatient

Patient: Now move your awareness to patience. You have allotted enough time to get everything done that
was on your list with grace and ease. The traffic allows you a moment to practice a healing mudra or
affirmation. The line at the bank reminds you to practice standing with your feel firmly attached to the
ground. You feel patient.

Vanity: Imagine feeling vain, much of your energy and money goes into how you appear to the outside
world - your hair, clothes, car and home. You care deeply about what others might think of or say about
you. Your pride and ego are bruised easily by perceived insults. You experience vanity.

Humility: Now move your awareness to humility. You place more importance on how you treat others than
on how you look to the outside world. Whether faced with success or failure, your unassuming nature puts
others at ease and allows you to move through life with grace and modesty. You feel humble.

Critical: Imagine being critical of every person and situation you face. You nit-pick and look for things to be
annoyed about, even with your closest friends and family members. When you cannot find ease within
yourself, you look outside yourself with a disparaging attitude. You feel critical.

Compassionate: Now move your awareness to compassion. A feeling of empathy for another’s suffering.
You have the ability to focus on the good in other people and believe that everyone is trying their best
within their circumstances. You feel compassion.

Unforgiven: Now experience not being forgiven. A heart closed by regret for something you did to hurt
someone else or a deep grudge and blame towards another who hurt you in the past. Notice the
constriction around the heart as you move deeper into these feelings of being unforgiven.

Forgiven: Then experience the gentle release of forgiveness. Whatever has happened is in the past and
can no longer harm you; your heart feels light as you allow these painful emotions to move farther and
farther away. You forgive yourself, you forgive another, and they forgive you.



You are practicing yoga nidra, you are awake and can hear the sound of my voice.

INNER SPACE
Begin to look deeply into the dark space in front of your closed eyes. Image before you a mental screen
that is a high and as wide as the eyes can see. At first the screen is blank then slowly colors and patterns
begin to emerge from the darkness. Watch whatever arises with detached awareness only, neither creating
images nor pushing images away. Whatever is there is the unfolding of your unconsciousness. Continue to
witness what your quiet mind reveals.

RAPID IMAGES

Now a number of different things will be named. Envision them on the level of memory and  imagination as
best you can. Jump from image to image as soon as you hear it.

● a deep pool of water
● a breathtaking vista complete darkness
● the view from an airplane
● a sincere thank you
● the sound of beautiful music
● a homeless woman sleeping
● the feeling of breath in your belly
● a sincere compliment
● driving in traffic
● the vibrant colors of a sunset
● the feeling of regret
● people shouting in the street
● being in
● a hurry
● a statue of Ganesh
● the feeling of compassion
● walking on the sand barefooted a

brand-new outfit
● a cool glass of water
● the sound of wind in the treetops

● feeling insulted
● the void of space
● broken glass in the road
● fluffy white clouds in the sky
● a soup kitchen
● the aroma of freshly baked bread
● a flaming candle
● a human skeleton
● the sound of waves breaking onto the

shore
● a beautiful spring garden
● keeping an open heart
● the sound of Om
● a starry night sky
● an angry conversation
● complete forgiveness
● a shining bright light
● standing in line
● letting go of anger
● your body lying on the floor

WATERFALL MEDITATION

Visualize yourself standing at the entrance to a forest. Sense the stillness of this place and the peace that
awaits you. You enter, following a path that leads into the heart of the forest where the carpet of leaves is
illuminated by shafts of warm sunlight. Feel the softness of the leaves beneath your feet and listen for the
sound of small animals rustling through the undergrowth as birds flit from branch to branch overhead. Soon
you can hear the sound of rushing water growing louder as you move toward it.

You come upon a clearing framed by the foliage. In the center of the clearing is a lake, and on the far side a
waterfall. There is not a soul in sight. Imagine taking off your soiled clothes and dipping your toes in the
cool, refreshing water. Feel the revitalizing power of nature soaking into the soles of your feet and
saturating every cell of your being, as it is absorbed through the skin, into the muscles, even penetrating



the bones. The dirt and dust of the everyday world is washed away and so are any aches and pains,
mental, emotional and physical, that you might have harbored within you.

Now wade out to the far side of the shallow lake and stand beneath the gently tumbling stream of the
waterfall which cleanses every particle of your being. Feel the water running down the back of your neck
and trickling over your face. Imagine that the water in which you stand could wash away the things in your
life now that are no longer serving you; old emotional patterns, grudges, habits of thought or behavior.
Relax and enjoy the invigorating waters until you are ready to return back to the bank, climb out of the
water and find a dry place to lay down. Closing your eyes, feel the warm sun on your skin as you rest here.

REPEAT SANKALPA
Call to mind your sankalpa from the beginning of the practice. Please repeat your sankalpa to yourself
three times now.

COMING BACK
Return to the sensations arising from your physical body. Feel the support underneath you and drop into all
the places where you body is touching the floor. The back of your head, shoulder blades, backs of the
arms, backs of the hands, buttocks, calves and heels.

Feel again your natural breath moving through the nostrils. Begin to inhale through the pursed lips, as if
you were drawing air into your lungs through a straw. Then exhale through the nose. Notice the coolness in
the mouth as you inhale through the pursed lips. Allow this coolness to spread over your tongue, down
your throat to the seat of fire in your body at your solar plexus. Imagine the fire in the middle of the torso
being dampened by the cool inhalations through the mouth and the relaxed exhalations through the nose.
Take three more rounds of this mouth inhalation and nostril exhalation. Now allow your breath to return to
normal breathing in and out through both nostrils and remember that you can always come back to this
practice at a later time.

Begin to awaken by moving the fingers and the toes, stretching the arms and the legs. When you are sure
that you are awake, open your eyes without focusing on anything in particular. Then bend the knees one at
a time and roll over to your right side. Use the strength of your arms to press yourself up from the floor.
The practice of Yoga Nidra is now complete.



Kapha Pacifying

The Kapha dosha rules protective mechanisms such as the stomach and joints. Also, strength and stamina
of the body, security and stability of the mind and emotions. During today’s practice we will work to balance
the Kapha dosha. When out of balance, this earthy constitution can create feelings of depression and
lethargy. You may find yourself feeling suspicious of others or hoarding material things. When the kapha
dosha is balanced, the nature is sweet and caring, the spirit is contented and patient, and the heart is
generous and receptive. You are stable, supportive and grounded. By working to expand the energy in the
body, we aim to create lasting balance throughout the entire system.

PRANAYAMA
Begin to notice your natural breath. Begin to notice the deep natural spontaneous breath. Direct your
awareness to the breath in the torso, feel expansion with each inhalation and release with each exhalation.
The breathing is natural, automatic and without effort. Feel the fullness in the torso when you inhale and
the release when you exhale the breath.

We will now practice an expansive clavicular breath to balance the Kapha dosha. Breathe naturally in and
out through the nostrils. Draw the breath into the chest so that you feel a gentle fullness in the heart center
on the inhalation and a gentle release on the exhalation. Do not force the breath; just continue to breathe
with ease. You may notice that this gently slows the breath down. Feel expansion begin to spread
throughout your entire torso. As if each inhalation creates more and more space in the body for the breath
to inhabit.

SANKALPA
Please formulate your sankalpa. It should be a short positive statement in simple language beginning with
“I Am’.” State this wish for yourself as if it were already true three times to yourself now. The sankalpa made
during yoga nidra plants a seed for transformation in your life.

Also say to yourself, “I am practicing yoga nidra, I am awake and relaxed.”

ROTATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
We now begin the rotation of consciousness. You will move your awareness through the different parts of
your body as soon as you hear them named. Notice the movement from place to place and keep yourself
alert without concentrating too intensely. The practice begins on the right side.

Right hand thumb ... 2nd finger ... 3rd finger ... 4th finger ... 5th finger ... palm of the hand ... back of the
hand ... wrist ... forearm ... elbow ... upper arm ... shoulder ... armpit ... waist ... hip ... groin ... buttock ... thigh
... knee ... calf ... ankle ... heel ... top of the foot ... sole of the foot ... right big toe ... 2nd toe ... 3rd toe ... 4th
toe ... 5th toe.

Left hand thumb ... 2nd finger ... 3rd finger ... 4th finger ... 5th finger ... palm of the hand ... back of the hand
... wrist ... forearm ... elbow ... upper arm ... shoulder ... armpit ... waist ... hip ... groin ... buttock ... thigh ...
knee ... calf ... ankle ... heel ... top of the foot ... sole of the foot ... left big toe ... 2nd toe ... 3rd toe ... 4th toe
... 5th toe.

Move your awareness to the top of the head ... forehead ... right temple ... left temple ... right ear ... left ear
... right eyebrow ... left eyebrow ... middle of the eyebrows ... right eye ... left eye ... right nostril ... left nostril
... whole nose ... right cheek ... left cheek ... upper lip ... lower lip ... both lip together ... chin ... jaw ... throat ...
right collarbone ... left collarbone ... right side of the chest ... left side of the chest ... middle of the chest ....
navel ... upper abdomen ... lower abdomen ... right groin ... left groin ... the pelvic floor ... the sacrum ... the
right buttock ... the left buttock ... the entire spine ... the right shoulder blade ... the left shoulder blade ... the
back of the neck ... the back of the head ... the crown of the head.



Now take the body in parts ... the entire right leg ... the entire left leg ... the entire right arm ... the entire left
arm ... the whole head ... the whole body ... the whole body ... your entire body.

DUALITIES
Make sure that you are awake and can hear the sound of my voice. Just as you moved your physical
awareness from place to place in your body, now you will move your experience of these matched pairs of
opposites. Remember that these sensations are only created in the mind. You are asked only to witness
how the mind can create both negative and positive states of being.

Dark: Imagine complete Darkness. Coal black, flat, dense darkness; empty of sight and sound; the
complete void of space, the stillness at the bottom of the ocean. You feel Darkness.

Light: Emerge slowly from the darkness into the soft warm glow of Light. Expansive rays of golden light, the
renewing glow of spring sunshine, feel it on your skin and all around you, from with in you, emanating from
the very center of your being. You feel Light.

Lethargic: Remember the experience of lethargy. From lack of interest or lack of sleep, feel in your body
the aching tiredness in your bones, body and brain when you just can’t muster the strength for one more
thing. You are lethargic.

Energetic: Now move your awareness to feeling energetic. You are electrically alive in each vibrating fiber
of your being. You tingle with excitement, potential, determination and skill. You feel energetic.

Suspicious: Imagine being suspicious. You have a deep mistrust for another person or situation. You do not
feel able to confide in another. Wariness and apprehension color every experience. You feel suspicious.

Trusting: Now move your awareness to trust. Trust in yourself and trust in the other people in your life. Your
intuition as well as your instincts can be counted on implicitly. You feel trusting.

Lack: Recollect a time when you felt that you did not have enough, when there was something lacking in
your life. You may feel lacking of energy, money, relationships or other material things. Notice if this creates
feelings of competition or aggression. You hungrily strive for more and more, without giving freely to
others, grasping at the things that you want and never feeling satisfied. You experience lack.

Abundance: Create for yourself the opposite experience of complete abundance. You have everything that
you could ever need, enough for you and those around you to share. You do not feel the need to hoard or
grasp at material things because you find fulfillment inside yourself rather than from the external world. You
trust that life will provide everything you need live life to the fullest. You feel abundance.
You are practicing yoga nidra, you are awake and can hear the sound of my voice.

INNER SPACE
Begin to look deeply into the dark space in front of your closed eyes. Image before you a mental screen
and that is a high and as wide as the eyes can see. At first the screen is blank then slowly colors and
patterns begin to emerge from the darkness. Watch whatever arises with detached awareness only, neither
creating images nor pushing images away. Whatever is there is the unfolding of your unconscious mind

RAPID IMAGES
A number of different things will now be named. Envision them on the level of memory and imagination as
best you can. Jump from image to image.

● a red ball ● the warmth of the sun



● the sound of a child crying
● mother earth
● smoke rising from the chimney
● the expansiveness of the sky

overhead
● an empty bowl
● a pair of scissors
● a racer crossing the finish line
● a purple sunset
● deep refreshing sleep
● a warm hearth fire
● a dog sleeping
● trusting your intuition
● an old man praying
● complete freedom
● the smell after a rainstorm
● complete exhaustion
● a dove
● the smell of familiar perfume

● feeling suspicious
● a boat sailing on the open ocean
● white fluffy clouds overhead
● the rising sun
● a candle flame
● a simmering pot of soup
● a spider’s web
● a deep still pool of water
● a broken window
● a beautiful waterfall
● a bright sunny morning
● a flock of birds in flight
● a sweet and caring grandmother
● a pyramid
● a wild horse galloping across a field
● a locked door
● the sound of wind in the trees
● a hospital bed
● a library filled with books
● your body lying on the floor

CLOUD MEDITATION

Return your attention to the breath and begin to take slightly deeper breaths, deeper smoother inhalations
creating a feeling of lightness in your entire body. Without effort, pause at the top of each inhale, and
continue by exhaling slowly and smoothly. Feel your body becoming lighter as you begin to build a cushion
of etheric energy under your body. Continue this rhythm and method as long as it feels comfortable and
effortless to you. As you build this cushion of energy under your body, visualize yourself supported by a
cloud. As the cloud takes form in your mind’s eye, feel it rising gently, carrying you up into the sky. Leave
your thoughts and your earth-bound mind behind and let go.

Now expand your awareness to take in the view below. Visualize a patchwork of fields and the sea beyond,
to which you find yourself drifting. Enjoy the floating sensation. Indulge yourself for as long as you like and
explore the skies. Absorb the sunlight, the freshness of the air and the silence. When you are ready, begin
to drift back again, returning gradually to earth, to this room, and finally to the place you are lying on the
floor. Feel the weight of your body being supported and ask yourself to identify the source the stress in
your life, and then ask what you can do to alleviate or resolve this. Consider the matter for a few moments
before you return to waking consciousness.

REPEAT SANKALPA
Call to mind your sankalpa from the beginning of the practice. Please repeat your sankalpa to yourself
three times now.

COMING BACK
Return to the sensations arising from your physical body. Feel the support underneath you and drop into all
the places where you body is touching the floor. The back of your head, shoulder blades, backs of the
arms, backs of the hands, buttocks, calves and heels.

Bring your attention back to your natural breath moving in and out of your nostrils. Notice that you are
breathing through both nostrils at the same time. Inhaling through both nostrils and exhaling through both
nostrils. Now imagine that you are inhaling through only the left nostril. Inhaling through the left nostril and



exhaling only through the right nostril. Then switch to inhaling through the right nostril and exhaling
through the left. You will change nostrils after each inhalation. Inhale left, exhale right, inhale right, exhale
left. The left side corresponds to the moon, a receptive cooling energy in the body. The right side
corresponds to the sun, an active warming energy in the body. Practicing alternate nostril breathing helps
to balance the two parts of the nervous system. Take a few more breaths in this way.

Now allow your breath to return to normal and remember that you can always come back to this practice at
a later time. Begin to awaken by moving the fingers and the toes, stretching the arms and the legs. When
you are sure that you are awake, open your eyes without focusing on anything in particular. Then bend the
knees one at a time and roll over to your right side. Use the strength of your arms to press yourself up from
the floor.

The practice of Yoga Nidra is now complete.


